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The Newsletter of the Northern Neck Computer Users’ Group
Subject:

Rolling Your Own
Subhead: Building your own PC is Easy. Sometimes.
Byline: by Rich “Doc” Colley, Pasadena IBM Users Group
“Uncle Rich, we just bought a computer! A name brand. It’s great and we only paid
$2500!”
After I pulled myself off the floor and stopped laughing, I pondered the novice’s situation.
Many of them often only have the name brand to recognize along with the computer tech (the one with the
pimples) at Circuit Wallet to direct their purchase. Neither are good prospects. But big bucks and flashy advertising have always enticed buyers and the surge in
high tech products is no exception.
When it comes right down to it, most new users are
afraid to roll their own and don’t even trust the local
small outlets to build one for them. But what about the
experienced users? Was I surprised--and dismayed—to
discover many are using the same pimply faced kid to
guide them!

Okay, not all of us do it that way, but too many do,
NNCUG URL: http://www.
enough so that I worry. We are the ground swell that
nncug.org
moves the tech wave ahead and we don’t--or won’t-Send Newsletter submissions to: build our own. Oh, I know the excuses. No warranty.
blehman@crosslink.net
No service. No guarantees. But that’s not altogether
èDEADLINEç
ç
true. For instance, I’ve never built a system without at
least a two-year warranty on all the parts. All name
brand components and peripherals have warranties
stated and expressed. And service? Heh, if I built it, I service it! So where’s your excuse
now? No knowledge? Well, we are going to change that immediately.

In this issue…
Roll Your Own
1st of three sections
•

•

Meta Crawler

•

Make phone calls
for free

•

April Presentation

•

Member News

•

Sig information
and Coming Events

Take a Look Inside
Computers, at least desktop systems (if you’re contemplating building a laptop, don’t you can stop reading. You’re way
ahead of us) are really rather easy to construct. Five years ago, that wasn’t true. I bought my first desktop at a computer
show in the San Fernando Valley in 1991. I had little or now computer background with the exception of a mechanical
engineering degree which I’d never used and some keypunch experience from 1969! One week after I got this SX33
(Continued on page 2)
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home I opened the case, removed the
heat sink and discovered I actually had
an Intel DX2-66! Wow! Imagine that,
just opening the case and I’d already
upgraded my first PC. I did try to call
the vendor, but they didn’t understand
my English and said I didn’t know
what I was doing. So for $1000 and
some change, I got a top of the line
$1450 unit! And didn’t have to change
anything.
Keep Looking Inside!
So here’s your first rule: If you don’t
know what is in your own PC, how do
you know you got what you paid for? I
can’t count the times I’ve been called
out to service a i233 system with
64MBs of RAM only to find it’s a i166
with 32! All vendors are not honest
and even the honest ones can make a
mistake. If you buy the components,
You’ll know exactly what’s in your
machine. I have put together 400Mhz
Celeron systems with 64 MBs of
RAM, 6GB drives and great video,
sound and CD-ROM drive components
for less than $750. And that includes a
17-inch monitor! Systems with an
AMD processor cost even less.
Okay, I’ve made the brag, now I’ll
back it up. Quit listening to your
friends. They’ll tell you, “Don’t buy at
the computer shows. They’re all rip
offs.” Don’t buy over the Internet.
They’ll sell your credit card and send
you an empty box.” Sure there are corrupt vendors. They’re everywhere. Beginning with the IRS and all the way
down to the hole in the wall shop with
Pentium III 500’s for $199!
So you have to know your product before buying. First, go to your local
Crown Books or Barnes book store,
spend a few dollars on the latest computer magazines, and buy a dummies

‘how to’ build your own PC. Go home,
turn off the TV for a few hours and
read. You do remember how?
You’ll see that many components and
peripherals, while manufactured by
different companies, all install and
setup in the same manner. You’ll find
the dummies book will convince you
that ‘even you’ can build a decent PC
system, save mucho dinero and get an
education in the bargain. Now we’ll
pick up the pace. Here’s what you’ll
need.

The Components.
Now the fun begins. What’s a computer made of? Case, power supply,
motherboard, RAM (random access
memory), 1.44 3.5-inch floppy drive,
CD-ROM drive (DVD, CDR, or
DCRW--but just begin easy, a CD!), a
hard drive (ATA/33, ATA/66, EIDE,
UDMA, DMA mode 2, SCSI, SCSI
W--don’t go crazy. EIDE HD is what
you most likely want for your first system).
Of course, you’ll also need a decent
video card, a sound card, speakers and
finally a mouse and keyboard. That’s
the system. If you want to ‘see’ what
you’ve created, you’ll need a monitor.
Many suggest beginners use a 15-inch
but prefer 17-inch. That’s because
they are so cheap today there’s no real
reason to cut corners. Now there are
other components that you could purchase, but lets begin simple. Now
‘who’s’ product do you buy? Start by
making a list.

Gimme Some Room
You need adequate space to get started.
Find a desktop or a bench and mark off
a section about eight feet long and
three feet deep. Make sure you have at
least two good outlets that are not running your dishwasher, washing machine and refrigerator. Clean electricity
is a must. Buy a good surge suppresser.
It must be 1449 URL rated and have a
clamping voltage of below 430 v and a
rating of above 900 Joules. The first
company that comes to mind is Belkin.
There are others--just don’t buy cheap! Those magazines you bought may have
some reviews, check ‘em out. The covYou’ll also need a long Phillips head
erage in mainstream mags can be
screw driver, a regular screw driver, a slanted by the advertising dollar, but if
pair of needle nose pliers, a good flash- the company can spend that dollar,
light or overhead light, and a rubber
they’ll usually be around to warranty
mat on the bench and on the floor (for your purchase.
static electricity suppression--you can
buy expensive ones that clamp every- Same thing on the Internet and at the
where, you get what you pay for). Grab computer shows. It costs money to do
a couple of tins to hold screws and
business. If the company has been dosuch, some extension / retractors-- de- ing business for over two years, and
vices that have a plunger on one end
hasn’t filed chapter eleven, well,
that extends three or four prongs out- they’ll probably be around for a d by
ward, when released the prongs close the square footage or booth. When you
over whatever you’ve lost in those hard see a vendor with only one booth, no
to get places and pulls it out. Best bet? tee shirts or vendor logos, then they’re
Go to an electronics hobby store and
running low budget. If you really know
buy a computer repair kit. They usually what you are about, you can get a
have everything you’ll ever need, inmanufactured warranted product there
cluding torx heads and so forth. Set up and find it for a few bucks less.
(Continued on page 3)
your workbench.

EXTREME CAUTION ADVISED !! TechTV.com has posted an article on the website listed below to alert against bogus certification of MICROSOFT PATCHES . It seems that MS certificates were stolen and may be used by malicious hackers to infiltrate
your system or distribute viruses. Certificates dated January 29-30 are the downloads involved. Don’t trust them. Refer to the
support site.
<http://www.techtv.com/news/hackingandsecurity/story/0,23008,3318402,00.html>
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However, if you aren’t that knowledgeable (and we’ll assume you aren’t-sorry) then stick with the vendors who
have 5 and 6 booths connected together. Space costs a whopping amount
at the local computer shows here in the
Los Angeles region. These vendors
have outside clients who buy and buy
and they’ve been around a long time.
Their prices will often be a few dollars
more than the shoe string companies,
but they will warranty the product and
do the RMA’ing (returning merchandise) if a product fails. They usually all
offer a three-year, two-year coverage
including labor and parts. None of the
vendors at the shows will support on
site single user service unless you buy
it! But those name brands, though they
say they do, will always ask you how
good you are with tools and are you
afraid to open your new case? They’ll
come out, the second Tuesday of next
week!

And there are certain types of cases
that will not run certain types of motherboards (its a power supply thing-later, okay?) I’ve bought cases from
Enlight, Asus, InWin, Minma, and ProCase. The cases come in either AT or
ATX power source configurations. The
newer ones use ATX and I would suggest that you stick with the latest concepts (why build obsolete?). There are
many other case makers, but those are
good brands.
Generally you get a power supply with
the case, as well as various screws, nut,
bolts and standoffs (the new cases are
building the ‘standoff’ into the case--it
holds the motherboard away from the
case siding, no electrical contact, no
shorts). In addition, there are inserts for
the various LPT, Serial and mouse/
keyboard configurations on different
MOBOs (motherboards).

Power supplies should hum and not
screech or chatter or growl. If they do,
that usually means the cooling fan inGoing Online
side has bad bearings! Return the case
What about the Internet? Well, there
or the separate PS, but don’t keep it.
are many good sites on the web. But
And don’t plug in the case without all
you don’t have a PC yet. We’re trying the peripherals in it (the HD, the
to build one, remember? But if you
Floppy drive, the CD) and then turn it
have a buddy with access and your
on! The PS needs a draw, it will not
trusty credit card, you can cut some
run without the connections being
great deals on the WWW. While this is completed. And in some cases I’ve
by no means an exclusive list, I shop at heard that this will harm the PS. Why
CDW, NecX Direct, and Buycomp.
chance it. Complete a portion of your
After you’ve been at it awhile, you’ ll build before powering on. More on this
find individual vendors who have bet- later.
ter bargains or sell their expertise when
you buy, but for the time being, go
Motherboards (or the ‘mother’ of all
large. Whatever your venue will be,
boards)? All your cards, all your pemake a list and stick to it!
ripherals and all you memory plug directly into the motherboard (MOBO).
These are now being made with
Components Suggestions
Cases Okay, these are really important. ‘jumperless’ menus or SoftMenus.

This means that you don’t have to use
those needle nose pliers to set
‘jumpers’ ( a jumper is used to close or
open an electrical connection represented by three or four tiny prongs.
You would cover those you wanted
closed.) This is great! But not all
boards use it yet and those that don’t
have made the use of jumpers much
easier by placing most of them in one
area or using a toggle box (DIP
Switch) with all the jumpers set by toggling a tiny switch for each jumper.
Easy. Some good MOBOs? Asus, Abit,
MSI, Gigibyte, Soyo, Shuttle, AOpen,
EpoX, Chaintech and Tyan. Are there
others? Yes. On your friend’s system,
do an Internet search for ‘review’ sites.
There are numerous ones. Spend some
time and read. Form a consensus, and
then buy a MOBO.
What’s Left …………..?
Hard Drives Stick to the big makers.
Use Quantum, WD, Maxtor, IBM or
Fujitsu. I personally like Quantums,
but everyone has an opinion. All of
these makers will honor their product
for the warranty period. Floppy drives?
Teac, Toshiba or IBM all make a version. There are others and they’re not
expensive.
CD-ROM Drives Everyone has a favorite but there are several decent makers. Asus, Teac, Toshiba, Creative
Labs, Panasonic, Yamaha and Plextor.
There are many, many more and often
one maker will put different names on
their product. Any of these will be fine
in IDE mode.
Video cards Want a firestorm of disagreement? Just say, “This one is the
best” and duck! There are so many
(Continued on page 4)

The Northern Neck Computer Users’ Group is not a part of or representative of any manufacturer,
product, reseller, dealer, consultant, or business. Information appearing in this newsletter is for the
use and information of the members and friends of the group. Permission is granted to reprint any or
all of the material found here by similar non-profit, non-commercial publications provided credit is
given to the author of the article and “The Computer Link” is given as the source of the information.
Opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not reflect those of the organization.
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cards out there that it is virtually impossible to say, “Go buy this.” That
said, if you aren’t doing heavy gaming
or Photoshop work, CAD and graphics
(yeah, a newbie is saying, “What he
say?”) you only need a 4 or 8 MB card.
Select the AGP version, it’s newest.
For non-intensive machines, a Trident
chip card can be had with 8MBs onboard for about $40 or so, even less at
the show. Makers include Diamond,
Matrox, ATI, Videologic, Hercules,
STB and others too numerous to list.
Start simple until you know your
needs, and then replace your first inexpensive card with something fancier.
Sound cards? ESS, Diamond or Creative, TurtleBeach, Digital, Esoniq, HiVal and a million others. Go simple,
try an ESS to begin with and advance
as your needs and pocket book allow. I
won’t mention speakers. Just get a
two-speaker setup for about $15 and go
from there.
Memory Lets not forget (Last, but of
great importance) the memory or
RAM! Big decisions here and many to
select from. A memory SIMM (single
inline memory module) or DIMM
(double in line memory module) is
made up of the memory chip and the
PCB (printed circuit board). Many
makers of great chips sell their
‘seconds’ to memory makers who attach them to only ‘fair’ PCBs. See, you
can by Micron memory (wonderful
chips) on someone else’s PCBs... but
it’s not really MICRON memory.
Same with Seimans, Texas Instrument,
Toshiba, Samsung and the others. Toss
in PC66 and PC100 (soon to be
PC133--all regarding the bus speed the
memory supports) and you can have
confusion galore.
I would suggest ‘not’ buying memory
at the computer shows until you know
who has what and why. So, my advice
is to buy from Crucial Technologies or
Mushkin, Inc. I know, I know, hard
and fast rules here. But I can say that

the prices are competitive and the
products extremely well supported.
Memory is important and I don’ think
you can go wrong buying from either
company. How much? Well, prices are
low and 64 MBs of RAM will keep
you in the pink for some time. Thirty
two as a minimum, no less.

make sure you get the right board for
your selection of CPU. AMD’s do not
fit Slot 1 boards and Celerons won’t fit
super socket seven MOBOs. I’m leaving out L2 cache considerations on
purpose as it is somewhat complicated
for new users. Okay, last thing to understand about CPUs is the FSB speed
(front side bus speed). The newest
boards in both genres support 100
CPU Last and most important: The
CPU. This is the big kahoona baby!
MHz FSB speed. But some of the newThe rock and roll of the whole shoot- est Celeron CPUs still run at 66 MHz
ing match. Where the rubber meets the FSB. No problem, the boards will suproad! The ‘big two’ are fighting for
port that speed also, as well as many in
your dollar. Intel and AMD (okay, I
between. Just remember that the faster
left out Cyrix as Via just bought them the FSB, the better the performance.
and who knows what will happen) are AMD K6IIIs work at 100Mhz FSB .
in a war over the fastest, least expen- Issues such as clock locking and oversive, most versatile CPU for every
clocking are beyond where we want to
computer in the whole world. Well,
go in terms of experience. Let’s just
okay, that’s an exaggeration. But we
get this guy up and running with his
benefit so lets endorse this war! Intel
home built screamer.
has an advertising budget that is near
the whole budget of AMD. Yet AMD Building the Box
has some great products and I’d say
All the pieces are present? You have
you won’t notice much performance
your case with the PS? A compatible
difference in any nonspecific home
MOBO? HD? RAM? Video Card?
system for basic use.
Sound card? Monitor? CD? Floppy
drive? Speakers? CPU? Surge protecOthers will argue that for a first time
tion? Good! Remember that
user on a budget, the AMD is a bar“Dummies” book? Make sure you have
gain. So is the Intel Celeron processor. it present. Tell the wife and kids to stay
And the older Intel Pentium IIs. Basi- away, put the dog out and let’s begin.
cally, any competitive processor on the
market today will give you a good deal The first precaution you should take is
of performance for a price. Don’t go
against electrical static discharge. This
cutting edge Pentium III right now,
is the same stuff that you get after slidthey’re still pricey. Same with the
ing across a car seat and trying to kiss
new )()) K7 by AMD, pricey at first.
the wife or kids. “Zap!” “Ouch, daddy,
You have options. The slot 1 CPUs are don’t ever kiss me again. You hurt.”
Intel’s. The Celerons will fit in slot
And a juvenile delinquent is born.
ones but the latest Celerons are knows Okay, that’s about 3000v.
as 370 chips and require a ‘sloket’ or
socket 370 to Slot 1 converter board
That’s the same transient surge of
(many makes, lets not go there now.) static electricity that can ruin a memThe AMD uses a ‘super’ socket 7
ory module a motherboard, or almost
which looks very much like your aver- anything else in the PC. So, plug your
age socket 7 or 5 boards and you don’t surge protector into the wall. Plug the
want to make any mistakes here. Get
‘off’ computer case PS into the surge
the super socket 7 board by the maker suppresser (don’t turn it on!!!) That
of your choice.
third prong ground plug is helpful in
the war against ESD! Electrostatic disResearch it! Every MOBO maker has charge. Drum roll please. Your com(Continued on page 5)
boards for each type of CPU. Just
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puter’s sworn enemy! You can create
35000 volts just by walking across
your thick carpet on a warm, dry day!
Touch your new motherboard,
‘zap’ (you might not even feel it), kiss
it good-bye! So, the PS ground helps.
So does using a mat under the case and
under you and being barefoot will also
help.
If you’re very worried, you can go as
far as wearing a strap that, connected
correctly, will continually discharge
you (like you wife with a credit card)
as you work. But extremes reinforce
letting ‘someone else’ do it and we
want you to do ‘it’. So, use the actual
case to ground yourself before touching exposed components. Before you
take your motherboard out of the static
free shipping wrap, grab the sides of
your open (oh, did I forget to tell you
to open it? You’re reading the
“dummies” book? Then don’t be one!)
case and hold for a second. This will
discharge you for a while. Important,
do this often. And always touch the
end of any tool that you use to that
case ‘before’ you touch it to anything
else.
All right, the basics are done. You
know how not to fry your new components. Your case is open, the PS is connected but off and your motherboard is
out of the static proof wrap and resting
on your bench. Open the MOBO manual and read the installation instructions. Maybe even have a magnifying
glass handy. There is some small print.
Discharge yourself, pick up the MOBO
and eyeball the line up with the case
standoffs or standoff screw holes. Most
boards have about 6 to 8 screw down
holes. They are usually isola ted from
the trace circuitry by the maker and
you don’t have to use dead paper
washers.
See how things line up and, if the
standoffs aren’t built in, put your board
on the bench, screw in the brass stand-

offs that came with your case and dis- ther in or out of the case. Good job.
charge yourself again. Check out your …………..Take a break……………..
alignment? Screw holes line up? Good. Refreshed and confident, let’s return to
our static free work place. The MOBO
Now double -check your MOBO exter- is attached. Now let’s place in our
nal LPT and Serial connections. These RAM DIMM (Double inline memory
are where You’ll plug in your mouse, module). These are long modules that
keyboard, ext. modem (oh, we didn’t have small gold or silver fingers that
mention that. Well You’ll need a mo- make contact in a slot on the motherdem. Either external or internal. For
board. This is simple as these will not
newbies, external gives you more vis- fit anyplace else and you’re using the
ual references to what is going on, so I MOBO manual to locate the DIMM
suggest external at first. US Robotics, slots. Right? If not, open the darn thing
Zoom, Creative, all make decent ones. now! Locate the DIMM slot(s). See
Don’t get what is called a Winhow the DIMM has two unequal
modem”--if the package says somelengths of ‘fingers’.
thing like, ‘requires a Pentium 100 or
better.’ it’s a Winmodem. Stay away
Well, the slot has a separator that only
for now) printer (later, dude!) and
allows the DIMM to be inserted in one
other external port peripherals. Most
manner, the correct way. You can’t
boards conform to one or two config u- make a mistake here, unless you use a
rations. Pick the correct ‘cover’ from
hammer. Discharge yourself, pick up
those that came with your case and in- the DIMM and make sure that the two
sert this cover into the appropriate lo- ‘retaining mechanisms’ are spread to
cation on the case (you’ll see, not hard their widest placement. Insert the
at all). Okay, discharge yourself. Now DIMM in the first DIMM slot, nearest
the real stuff begins.
the CPU location (use that manual,
darn it!) and press down. You’ll note
Take the MOBO (are you static free?) that the ends of the DIMM contact the
and place it into the case. Press it into retainers and, as you press downward,
the slot configuration you just put in
actually close those retainers in such a
the case. See how the various ports line way as to lock in the memory module.
up? Good. Use the screws that came
Cool, huh? Okay. Memory in. Retainwith your case to begin securing the
ers snugged down and ‘snapped’ into
MOBO to the standoffs. Don’t tighten tight placement. Whew! You’re doing
any single screw down until all are in great. Take a break. Go pet the dog.
their proper places and you’re satisfied
that the board lines up in all ways.
Okay, after petting the dog, discharge
(Note: some case makers, InWin and
yourself. Use the manual you received
others, have a removable 'back plate'-- with the MOBO and the CPU to install
that plate to which the MOBO atthe CPU into the MOBO. If you have a
taches--this makes things so much eas- Slot 1 CPU, the slot is set up similar to
ier as the plate can be flat on your
the DIMM slots. You can only insert
static free bench and out of the case.)
the CPU one way. A super socket
board has the same restraints, but they
Then take your Phillips head screware harder to discern. One corner of the
driver, touch it to the side of the metal CPU, on the underside, will be cut
case to discharge it, screw down the
short. There is a missing pin there and
MOBO. Tight is tight, do not over
there will be no opening or pin hole on
tighten as you might ‘tweak’ or bend
the socket. Every other corner (three of
the MOBO and break one of those
them) will be squared off and have an
pressed traces. Not good. Okay, the
outer most pin for that corner connec(Continued on page 6)
motherboard is on the back plate, ei-
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tion.
On the top or upper portion of the CPU
you’ll usually find a small dot over that
particular corner that does not have a
pin. This is how you line it up. Take
note! The Slot 1 CPU (as well as the
Super socket seven) like (well, require
if you ask me, unless You’re in an igloo in the Arctic) cooling fans. It is far
easier to install the Slot1 CPU fan
‘before’ inserting the CPU into the
MOBO. The opposite goes for the S.S.
Seven CPUs. Do the fan after the insertion. And use heat sink gel or goo (tech
term, goo) between the fan and the
CPU. The ‘dummies’ book should
mention this but if not, use a small,
small amount on the crest of the CPU
and spread it thin. If there is a preinstalled pad of contact goo on the
Pentium CPU, scrape it off and use the
goo. It makes a much better contact.
Well, let’s continue. You’re almost
ready to fire that mother up.

plugged in case that is turned off. If
you feel more comfortable in unplu gging it as you connect these small
wires, go ahead. Just use precautions to
ground yourself.
At the front lower portion of your case
there will be several small wire connectors. These go to the case speaker,
the LED for the power and hard drives
(lights that tell you when it’s on and
working) and the reset button and
power switch. Some even have two
power switches now (I usually connect
the one plug and tie off the other).
Your MOBO manual will advise you
regarding the placement of these connectors. A bit of experience.

If you have a black and any other color
wire on any connector, the black is
usually the ground wire. If there is a
white and ‘almost’ (blue, green, yellow) any other color, the white is the
ground. If you have a red and black, I
select the black as ground. White and
The MOBO is in the case. The memory red? I use the red. These connections
and the CPU are in the MOBO. Now, are not high voltage and, if you make a
place the Floppy drive in the case and mistake in their placement the worst
secure it. Do the same for the CD and that will happen is an LED won’t come
the Hard drive. Keep the hard drive as on or you’ll not have a functioning relow in the case as possible without
set button. Just reverse the slide on and
causing obstacles to placing the
you’ll be right as rain. Watch the front
MOBO back in the case. I suggest that of the machine on our first test boot to
if it is out as some allow, to keep it out see if all is well with the LEDs. Good.
while you place these more bulky
Now for the main power supply.
items into the casing.
Coming from the PS, there are many
Discharge yourself! Use that
wires that you use for power to periph‘dummies’ book to help you with spe- erals and to the MOBO. Most of these
cific questions and don’t screw down have either 4-pin connectors that run
any of these components too tightly.
the hard drive and CD-ROMs or
Just snug. Now the case contains the
smaller 4 pin slide ons that power the
hard drive, the CD-ROM and the
floppy drives. These are easily inserted
floppy drive. Great. Place the MOBO as there are rounded corners on one
back in the case. Discharge yourself
side that prohibit the improper connecbefore picking it up! If the case did not tion. Also from the PS is a larger,
allow you to remove the MOBO, then square connector with two rows of
it is already there so ignore the previ- squarish inserts. These go into the
ous (jeez, I was only kidding about the main power connection on the MOBO
dummies book, but I guess there are
(use your manual, but it is the only in‘some’ who really need it!) Now let’s sert of it’s kind on the board.). This
do some wiring. Again, this is a
connector ‘clicks’ into place and usu-

ally has a small locking lever that must
be pressed to disconnect the wires.
This description is for an ATX PS.
If you have an AT power source, there
are two separate connectors that do resemble the smaller 4 pin power connections. They are to be inserted into
the main power connection on the
MOBO so that the BLACK wires are
next to each other after insertion. That
is an absolute must. Those wires are to
be adjacent to each other! Your manual
for an AT board will also point this
out. Don’t make any mistakes with the
main power. Good. The MOBO is in,
RAM and CPU inserted and the components placed in the case. The main
power is attached to the MOBO and
the various LED and case speaker
wires are attached. Just about ready for
our first test.
Now some simpler stuff. The video
card. Discharge yourself, remove the
card from its static proof bag and insert
it into the AGP slot on the MOBO.
That’s the top slot of all the slots and
looks like no other slot on the board.
Check your MOBO manual. Use some
pressure on this as the AGP must be
inserted firmly and deeply into the slot!
Press straight down until you hear it
‘snap’ into place. Viola! Connect the
monitor to the video card. Plug the
monitor into the surge suppresser. We
are getting close.
Let’s see what we’ve created? Plug the
PS into the surge suppresser (assuming
you unplugged it earlier, as mentioned). Turn on the machine with the
front power button. What? Won’t turn
on. Don’t worry. Many ATX power
supplies and some AT power supplies
come with a second switch for the PS.
It’s located on the back of the PS next
to the power wire and needs to be toggled. Now try the front button. Great!
Hear the fans spin up?
Now recall we hooked up the case
speaker (but we’ve not hooked up the
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)….Roll Your Own?…..

sound card, video, hard drive, CD-ROM, or monitor)? You
should hear one single beep. This is excellent! If you hear
two or more beeps, shut off the machine (in ATX machines, depress the front button for five seconds and that
should shut the machine down. For AT, just depress the
front power button.). Reseat the video card, press down on
it firmly. Also check the RAM and make sure it is seated.
Last, press down on the CPU from the top. Careful, don’t
crush anything. Okay, reboot. Ahh, there’sthat single beep.
Great! It’s alive, it’s alive.
Finally let’s connect the cables to their components and
motherboard inserts. Use IDE1 (see your MOBO manual)
for the HD connection, make sure you have listed the hard
drive as either single or master. Look at the side of the hard
drive for jumper placements for that purpose. Connect the
cable and the power supply. All, all, all, repeat all, HD and
CD-ROM cable connections are pin1 to pin1. You can delineate pin1 by the red edge on the cable. Often the red
edge is striped or somehow otherwise marked. You MUST
connect pin1 to pin1 or your machine will not read the data
on the CD or HD. Good.

connectors on the floppy cable for them. This can be confusing. Just connect the very last connector to the 1.44 MB
3.5-inch floppy drive. Often there is a plastic finger that allows only one way of connecting. If not, you’re on your
own to figure out how the cable works. Usually the red
pin1 wire is closest to the power insert on the floppy. When
you boot, watch the small light on the floppy. If it stays on
(it will come on, but should blink and shut off) while
You’re booting and after, then shut down and reverse the
cable. Now it will work. Ready to rock!
You have the latest operating system. Windows 98. Wonderful. Here’s where we will leave you. Insert the boot
diskette that comes with Win98. It will find and supply
drivers for you HD and CD. It will format you HD. It will
do almost everything except pat you on your back for a job
well done. You built your own PC. You know every inch of
it’s anatomy and you can fix anything that might go wrong.
Excellent work! You’ve saved bucks and learned at the
same time.
Rich “Doc” Colley is a member of the Pasadena IBM Users Group, an RSI expert, Novell Certified Engineer, and a
networking maven. You can reach him at doc@ecom.net

Discharge yourself and connect the cables and power to the
components. The floppy drive is somewhat weird. Even
though there are almost no 5.25-inch floppies, there are still

Why Use One Search Engine When You Can Use Them All?
The concept is simple. Do you want to search for items on the web or newsgroups? Interested in text or audio or graphics? If you want a quick, simple meta-search webpage, you may want to consider MetaCrawler. After visiting this website, you’ll immediately see a search box where you can enter your desired query.
Select the pulldown to choose how you want to search, whether it is for web articles, audio, graphics, or whatever, and
click the “Search” button. If you want more control, enter in multiple words in the search box and determine if you want
to search for results matching any word, all words, or all words in the order that you specified. Why the term 'crawler'?
Well, most search engines work by using programs called 'spiders'. These programs 'crawl' through the web (spider,
web, see?), looking at a website, indexing the page, finding the links on the page, then going and visiting that site's
links. This process keeps continuing. After MetaCrawler runs your query, you’ll see a combined list of results complete
with site summaries and which search engines had pages matching your query. The navigation is clean; you can click on
resulting webpages, page through results, or change your query type so that you can look for graphics one minute, MP3s
the next.
While the results are not exhaustive (you can’t expect thousands of results to be returned as they might overwhelm
all of the search engines), I’ve had good look finding some interesting sites using this page.
This article is copyright 2000 Andrew Malek and originally presented on MalekTips.com (http://www.malektips.com). MalekTips
is a computer tips and
tricks site with hundreds of tips on Windows, Dos, Office, Internet Explorer, and more. MalekTips also offers software links, discussion forums, and computer news. Contact Andrew Malek at webmaster@envprogramming.com for reprint information.
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Madeline Koehler writes: “I received a telephone call
last evening from an individual identifying himself as
an AT&T Service technician who was conducting a
test on telephone lines. He stated that to complete the
test I should touch nine(9),zero(0), the pound sign (#),
and then hang up. Luckily, I was suspicious and refused. Upon contacting the telephone company, I was
informed that by pushing 90#, you give the requesting
individual full access to your telephone line, which
enables them to place long distance calls billed to
your home phone number. I was further informed that
this scam has been originating from many local jails/
prisons. I have also verified this information with
UCB Telecom, Pacific Bell, MCI, Bell Atlantic and
GTE. Please beware. DO NOT press 90# for AN Y-

ONE. The GTE Security Department requested that I
share this information with EVERYONE I KNOW. If
you have mailing lists and/or newsletters from organizations you are connected with, I encourage you to
pass on this information to them, too. ...Contacting
Verizon and GTE, I asked if this was a hoax or is it a
real scam. They advised me that this is a real Scam.
The following sites will tell you about several other
phone scams that are being used......…”

Make Telephone Calls Free

OUR PRESENTER FOR APRIL’S MEETING,
MEETING
Gordon Davison, is retired, living in Reedville, VA.
His wife is a Certified Genealogist (who retired this
year) which is how he became interested in genealogy. They attended the National Genealogical Society Conference last year. Gordon attended
mostly computer interest sessions. One session
was, “Editing Your Ancestor’s image”, by Richard
S. Wilson (wilson@compuology.com). He listed a
few computer programs that could be used to edit
old photographs: PhotoSuite, Adobe Photo Deluxe
(2 or 3), Iphoto, PictureIt, FotoTouch, or PhotoFinish. Gordon then proceeded to use PhotoFinish
in his presentation and was amazed with the program, so he purchased the software. He confesses,
“while I still can not do the things (Wilson) did, I
am able to cleanup some of the less blemished of
our old photos”. Gordon will demonstrate some
techniques of “cleaning” old photos and evaluate
Adobe Photoshop Le among other similar photo
enhancing software. For anyone with a collection
of family photos, this should prove very interesting.

There is one especially valuable service provided for
Internet users. Yet, it generally is unknown and unrecognized.
Using the Internet, computer users can phone other persons throughout the United States - all calls made free
and without cost. Additionally, phone calls can be made
to other world locations at far lower costs than available
by commercial means. This can be done by using your
Netscape browser program to select the Net2Phone program. Once it is reached, click on REGISTER and follow
the screened instructions. This phone usage does require
that you use hig h screen resolution of 800x600 pixels.
Chuck phones to Texas, Florida and elsewhere in the
United States without paying any long distance telephone charges.
Register one time. Find Net2Phone on the browser to select the program. You will see a screened telephone dial
that you either click with your phone numbers, or use
your keyboard. You're home free!
Chuck Brown, NNCUG, E-mail at
cebrownjr@kaballero.com

http://www.bellatlantic.com/security/fraud/tips.htm
http://www.gte.com/CustomerSupport/contact/
contactus.html
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NORTHERN NECK COMPUTER USERS GROUP
General Meeting Minutes
Saturday, March 10, 2001

own efforts this past year, and his agreement to preside for
the coming year.
Computer Labs: Northumberland Lab continues MondayWednesday weekly, 10:00 to Noon at the Northumberland
Al Brittle called the meeting to order at 10:05 am, and wel- Public Library, Heathsvi lle. Lancaster County Chamber of
comed 49 attendees (7 visitors) to our Annual Meeting. He Commerce has agreed to co-sponsor the Lancaster Lab for
reminded to use the back parking lot, and invited us to visit one month’s trial by offering us the use of space in its office
the Free Items table.
in Chesapeake Commons Shopping Center, Kilmarnock.
This lab opens March 12, and operates MondayMinutes of the February meeting were approved as published in The Link. John Parr reported membership of 192, Wednesday weekly from 10:00 to Noon. Volunteers are
of whom 26 are family memberships. His Treasurer’s report needed. The fate of the equipment formerly used under the
auspices of the United Methodist Church is still undeteris on file in the Minute Book.
mined.
Pursuant to the By Laws, Al reported the slate of Officers
Publishing SIG: The last meeting focused on Mail Merge
for the coming year, as prepared by the Nominating Comin MS Excel. Next meeting: April 5, 2:00 pm, Betty Lehmittee, as follows:
man’s home. 435-2011
• President: Al Brittle
Web Site Design SIG: 4 people attended the last. Next
• Vice President Jim Sapione
meeting: March 15, 10:00 am, Northumberland Public Li• Secretary Camille Bennett
brary, to discuss provision for assisting search engines in
• Treasurer John Parr
finding web sites and frames in web site design, and look at
online courses for web site developers. Following, on April
• Member-at-Large Jim Talbot
th
Motion was carried to place this slate in nomination for the 19 , 10:00 to Noon, will be an open forum.
respective offices. Additional nominations were called for. Genealogy SIG: March 5, Jean and Chris Christensen presented Family Tree Maker software. April 9, Lydia Brittle
There being none, a motion to elect the slate by acclimawill conduct a field trip to the Family History Center in Taption carried.
pahannock. Car poolers to meet in the rear parking lot,
On behalf of all of NNCUG, Al thanked the Nominating
Lancaster Community Library, Kilmarnock, at 1:15; the proCommittee (Greg Haugan, Alan Christensen and Chris
gram begins at 2:30.
Christensen) for their efforts, and thanked Carolyn BridgAnnouncements: The Gates Foundation awarded
ers, whose timely offer to consider serving again opened
Nort humberland Public Library two new computers: one in
the door to additional volunteers. He also extended the
the Children’s Library, loaded with children’s software, and
Group’s appreciation to outgoing Vice President, Rick
one in the Main Library configured for adult users.
Crawford, and Member-at-Large, Cliff Freeman, for their
tireless contributions during the past year; to continuing of- Fritz Kessinger told of a need for a 486 or Pentium comficers, Treasurer John Parr, and Secretary Camille Bennett puter on behalf of a family in the area. If anyone is in procfor on-going service; and to Jim Sapione and Jim Talbot for ess of discarding such a machine, please contact Fritz at
their willingness to serve. Al was warmly applauded for his 438-5668.
Feature: With sound effects, photos, animation, and in lively color,
Rich Emery treated us to an introMembership Report
duction to the “power” of PowerPoint
NEW MEMBERS: Robert and Joan Flore, Jean H. Davis, Lloyd Hill, Marie Mi- presentation making software. Besides demystifying the software via
nor, Filmore McNeal and Rob and Paula Ransone.
Individual Software Inc.’s tutorial CD,
Rich’s presentation included ideas
DUE MARCH 2001- Stuart Bray, Maurice Dickerson, Garland Dillard, Linda
Elders-Bailey, John Helms, Madeline Kohler, Fannie Pumphey, Dick Rounds , on how to use the product’s output
Howard Straughan Jr. and Carl Wilson—DUE April 2001- Julian Bell, Walter with or without benefit of a projector,
price information, and a good bit of
Haynie, Douglas Hundley Jr, Roland Lang, Janet Moore, Richard Newlon,
Frank Pisciotta, Charles Puckett, Jane Savin, Charlie Scott, Ray Winkel, Carol fun.
Wright and Larry Wright.
Next month’s speaker, Gordon
Davidson, will talk about PhotoShop
LE. There being no further business,
PASTDUE FEBRUARY 2001- Susan Christopher, Norman Dobyns, Gerald
Hawley, Richard Orosz, Bonnie Petty, Douglas Siegel,and A.Bennett Wilson. the meeting adjourned at 11:10.
Members and guests with individual
computer questions stayed on to get
Membership dues are $20 annually. Please send to:
help.
John Parr, Treasurer, NNCUG, P.O. Box 10, Haynesville, Va. 22472

For insertion into our local newspaper advertising, please send to
cbennett@crosslink.net no later than 15th of the month.

Respectfully submitted,
Camille Bennett, Secretary
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Northern Neck Computer
Users’ Group
P.O.Box 1213
Kilmarnock, Va. 22482

Special Interest
Meetings

(804) 435-9894

NNCUG GENERAL
MEETING
2nd Saturday 10:00 a.m.
Lancaster Community Library
WEBSITE DESIGN
info (804) 462-7898
GENEALOGY
April 9
lydbrit@crosslink.net
PUBLISHING
April 5 2:00 p.m.
@ Betty Lehman’s home
blehman@crosslink.net

Coming Attractions

LANCA$ TER
LA$ER$AVER$

GTH Technologies
111 N. Main Street, # 3, Kilmarnock, Va
Computer Sales Upgrades & Repairs

1-800-994-8404
Fax (804) 435-8854
10% discount for
Senior Citizens,
NNCUG club members
& educators

Professional Tutoring
Website Design
&
Hosting
www.gthtech.com
e-mail:Jack@gthtech.com
jfm

LASER PRINTER REPAIR
MAINTENANCE SERVICE
SAVINGS ON MOST INK JET
CARTRIDGES
REMANUFACTURED LASERPRINTER CARTRIDGES

Christopher Taylor
Phone: 804-462-7125
Or
Fax: 462-6265
159 Bayview Drive
Lancaster, Va. 22503
ct-lst@rivnet.net

dma

APRIL 14……….ADOBE Photoshop Le with Gordon Davison
MAY 12………...SOME VERY INTERESTING POSSIBILITIES !

